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From Main Article, the article discusses 3 Guiding Principles from Women
in Project Management: Past, Present and Future. We had two PRANKS
session in March 2022 and in case you missed them, we feature report of
the Events.
On behalf of the board of editors I would like to thank
the contributors of this edition and everyone who
has supported in the preparation of this newsletter. I
hope you enjoy reading this edition.

Rafi Sani Hardono, PMP
Editor in Chief

3 Guiding Principles From Women in Project Management:

Past, Present and Future
To celebrate Women’s History Month and International
Women’s Day, we asked some of our contributors to
reflect on their experiences being a woman in the project
management workforce.
Did anyone inspire you to manage projects? Or, if you’re
like me, did you fall into it because your colleagues
weren’t organized enough so you could all finish work?
I never set out to manage projects. Instead, I had some
organization skills that I used and enhanced. Upon
reflection, I realized I learned many of these skills from
other women.
The first skill was when I realized the whole project is late if
one person is late. I learned that from watching my mother
organize newsletters as a volunteer. If any correspondents
were late, the newsletter would also be late.
They succeeded or failed together.
We All Succeed or Fail Together
I managed my first project in 1978. My boss taught me
how to draw PERT charts on a blackboard. (PERT charts
use nodes to form a diagram, to show parallel and
sequenced work. We put expected durations on each
edge.) Since blackboards didn’t have a lot of room, I only
charted the next week or two worth of work.
The more interdependencies we had with the software,
hardware and mechanical parts of the project, the less
I charted. We had to discuss the issues before I could
create that PERT.
Once we got about into the third month of the project,
the hardware people wanted to plan for month-long
milestones. I explained that I couldn’t see their progress if
they planned in a month. They needed to plan for just a
week—maybe two—at a time. They grumbled, but they
planned for just a week or so at a time.
That planning saved us. About three weeks later, we
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realized the hardware people could not deliver what
they had planned. Our technology at the time could not
support their designs.
We got together as a team to redesign the product. The
software people redesigned the software to accomplish
what the hardware people could not deliver. The
mechanical engineers were able to squeeze a little more
performance out of their designs.
We pulled together to create a product we could be
proud of as a team. We worked together as allies to
redesign and replan together.
That collaboration helped us succeed as a team. Instead
of failing as separate groups, we succeeded together.
I later learned about the value of creating allies across
the organization when I was a program manager.
Create Allies Before You Need Them
In 1988, I managed my first extensive program. At the
time, I worked for a company that made special-purpose
computers. However, the industry was moving away from
those (also known as minicomputers). Personal computers
were the “Next Big Thing.”
We didn’t have a software-only solution that worked on
a personal computer. However, we thought we could
buy ourselves a few years with a special-purpose board
that went into a personal computer. I was the software
program manager for that product.
Everyone in R&D worked on that product. The technical
staff all seemed enthusiastic about the program. However,
not all the managers shared that enthusiasm.
Not only weren’t some of the managers enthusiastic, but
some thought this product was the wrong direction for
the company. Those managers kept some people and hard
resources—such as lab time—back from the program.
Over the previous few years, I’d built collegial
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relationships with these people. So, when I realized not
all managers lived up to their commitments, I scheduled
private one-on-ones to see what was going on.
I didn’t accuse them of sabotaging the program. Instead,
I did what my previous skilled manager, Cathy, had taught
me—to ask questions with curiosity.
Cathy showed me the value of an open mind, which
served me well. Since I didn’t confront people in public, we
could discuss their specific concerns. I didn’t embarrass
anyone. I was able to get what I wanted—everyone
and what they needed on the program. The program
succeeded.
I didn’t try to coerce these managers. Instead, I invited
them to share the power with me.
I only recently learned the name for that with my current
female colleagues: power with, not power over.
Power With Often Works Better Than Power Over
When I started to work, too many managers exerted
power over “their” people. Those managers used their
title and hierarchical position to use fear. That fear
allowed them to dominate and coerce people into doing
what the manager wanted.
That approach never fit for me. While we can try to
force people to do things “our” way, that doesn’t help
us see and manage risks when those risks are small.
Instead, I asked my project and program colleagues to
collaborate with me to see and manage risks as those
risks arose.
I recently learned the word for that is “power with.” When
we share the power, we all grow and succeed together.
Two big ideas have helped us change to more power
with approaches: agility and psychological safety. Agile
approaches help us see progress and risks early. And we
now know that a team’s psychological safety matters
more than any individual person’s skills. Those ideas help
us learn to create more power with situations.
“Power with” allows us to focus on our relationships
and our outcomes. That’s because we achieve those
outcomes with collaboration. Instead of using fear to
create urgency, we collaborate to work together.
Now, let me address the last topic that too many people
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have used to prevent women in project management
from reaching their potential: how technical a project
manager needs to be.
How Technical Does a Project Manager Need to Be?
My technical background offered me the opportunity to
start my project management career. That’s because
I understood the dynamics—the intrinsic risks—of
software and hardware product development.
However, my technical skills were not nearly enough to
succeed. I furthered my project management career
because of my interpersonal skills. I have worked hard to
build those skills—I am not a natural “people person.” My
technical background and preferences mean I continually
learn and practice those interpersonal skills.
Note the three skills I highlighted here: teamwork and
collaboration; building alliances across the organization;
and using power with (collaboration) instead of power
over (control). All project managers can benefit from
practicing these interpersonal skills.
Your managers or context might require you to use a
Gantt or a PERT chart. I rarely do. Instead, I collaborate
with the relevant people on a project charter to define
the goal and release criteria. Then, I use rolling wave
planning to help us see how we can achieve those results,
day by day and week by week.
As we celebrate Women’s History Month and
International Women’s Day, think back to the women in
your life. What skills did they show or teach you? If you’re
like me, you learned the value of interpersonal skills from
them—and maybe, some project management skills.
Johanna Rothman
Johanna Rothman, known as the
“Pragmatic Manager,” offers frank advice
for your tough problems. She helps
leaders and teams learn to see simple
and reasonable things that might work.
Equipped with that knowledge, they
can decide how to adapt their product
development. Her recent books are the
“Modern Management Made Easy” series and “Create Your
Successful Agile Project.”

Hendra Fernanda Pinem, PMP
Board Member General Secretary
Hendra is a Costumer Project Manager with solid more than 17 years experience
and hands on knowledge in project management, support sales, & marketing in
Telecommunication and Information Technology market leaders. He started his
professional career as BSS Project Engineer and has held many roles from engineer
to management roles. He is currently a Project Manager at Telkom Infra, managing
projects in the Network Deployment. He is a PMP credential holder and is currently
volunteering for PMI Indonesia Chapter as member of the General Secretary. In his
spare time, he enjoys to travel and has an affection for sports, reading & travelling.
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PMP Study Group 19
Kick Off
In 19 February 2022, PMI Indonesia Chapter hosted its
PMP Study Group 19 Kick Off hosting by PMI Indonesia
Chapter Mr. Erdith Irawan as board member of
Education.
This official kickoff will be mentoring the future
generation of PMP in Indonesia. The journey starts here
to elaborate the content of PMBOK.
In this event also there was a sharing session of Intro
Agile Mindset. Four Agile Values are:
1. Individual & Interaction over Process & Tools
2. Working Software over Comprehensive
Documentation
3. Customer Collaboration over Contract Negotiation
4. Responding to Change over Following Plan
This event attracted 49 participants connecting from
different parts of Indonesia.
Handy Matunri, PMP
Board Member Communication

Brain Tease
Send your answer to
quiz@pmi-indonesia.org
and win 1x polo shirt or
1x tumbler.

A thinking strategy aimed at explaining a process,
a framework or a phenomenon such as Situational
Leadership, and the Process Groups, is defined as ___
a. A Framework
b. A Method

c. An Artefacts
d. A Model
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Project Management
Knowledge Sharing
On our last PRANKS:

We had our 45th PRANKS with Lisette Sutherland, the Director of Collaboration Superpowers. It
discussed “Modern Leadership in the Virtual World”, as it required combinations of skillset, mindset,
and toolset to manage teams in this ever-growing digital world. To be a successful remote-team
leader and to use remote-working to your team’s advantage, apparently, we should start with a
simple small thing: trust. What a shock.
In the 46th PRANKS of ours, we have Jeancarlo Duran Maica who is the Project Planning Manager
at BAM Nuttall Ltd. He shared insight about The One-Click Reporting Tools for Project Controls:
Power BI. This tool can connect to various data sources and seamlessly work with PowerApps,
Revit, and Primavera P6, thus shaving time required for data processing. Now, the automated
reporting cycle needed is no longer such a hassle to prepare.

Catch our Next
PRANKS:
Register at
pmi-indonesia.org

If you missed the sessions, you could watch them on our YouTube channel (PMI Indonesia Chapter).
Click on this link or scan the barcode.

Tune in to Project Vibes (Podcast by PMI
Indonesia)
On our last podcast:
Humans are social creatures that have a unique way
of thinking; innovation is one of its products. Combining
social and innovation might not sound that much of a
peculiar thing, but apparently, the impact is enormous.
Either for oneself or the other people, the effort is
rewarding in its own way. Delves down this discussion
and it might change your life.

Check out our Spotify
Channel or scan the
barcode:

Distance is no longer an issue for a positive discussion.
We discussed with our distinguished friends, Cristhian
Ortiz Elizarbe, from half a globe away.
Our next Vibe:
Proyek di Bidang Penelitian dan Riset with Dwi Novitasari (PSE-UGM)

PMP
Testimonial

Being PMP certified
is my plan since
2017, but I worked
in a site that is far
from Jakarta and
also I didn’t have a
flexible work system
so it should be
rescheduled. In
2021, finally I have
a chance to realize this plan
when I join Study Group (17) from PMI
Indonesia Chapter. Online study group
can accommodate my work schedule
so I can join class without physically
attended and keep following protocol
during pandemic. Each program in SG
helps us to understand PMBOK such
as writing brain-dump, doing FAQ, quiz,
discussion with mentor, and doing

exam simulator. After SG 17 finished,
I tried to drill with my SG mentor to
enhance my level of confidence and
make me know my weakness before
taking the PMP exam.
I would like to say thanks to all mentors
and mentees for support, give the
spirit until we get the PMP title.
Thank you PMI Indonesia Chapter.”
Ali Kamil
Mentee of SG 17
Engineer PT Adaro Indonesia
(Subsidiaries of PT Adaro Energy tbk)
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